
News Bulletin 20th January 2023 

Diary Dates 

Candlemas KG: w/c 30th January 

MS: Thursday 2nd February  

Celebration Of Work Friday 10th February: 12:00 

noon 

End of Term Friday 10th February  

Inset Day Monday 20th February 

Term Starts Tuesday 21st February 

NOTICE: One term’s notice in writing is required 

before pupils leave the school: Bristol Steiner 

School Fees and Finance Policy. 

ABSENCE: Please contact the office by 8:30am 

each morning to report your child's absence. 

This enables accurate recording of term time 

absence in the register and saves Reception 

needing to contact parents to clarify reasons for 

non attendance.  

Please report absence to Reception and NOT 

your child’s Class Teacher. This is due to Class      

Teachers not being able to check their emails    

before the register has been taken. 

Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
Welcome back to the Spring Term! 
  
Staffing Updates 
We are happy to announce that Lizzie Porteous will be returning 
to school to cover for Emily Hudson whilst she is on Maternity 
leave. We look forward to welcoming the newest member of the 
Bristol Steiner School family in the Summer term! 
 
Sadly, Spasimir Sergiev our Class 1 Teacher will also be leaving us 
in February. We are currently making arrangements for the Class 
1 pupils and will keep you updated. 
  
Kath Bransby – SWSF Presentation 
Those of you that attended the presentation by Kath on Monday 
will know that she presented an overview of the Steiner           
curriculum, it’s pedagogy and the importance of Nature in      
education. This presentation will be shared with all parents later 
this term. 
 
Kindergarten: 
As part of their Transition 
Group afternoons, the Sun 
Children have been exploring 
where we can find numbers 
within the Kindergarten. The 
children were each given their 
own numbers to find and the 
rule was that only one       
number could be taken from 
each place (for example, if 
they found their "4" in a book 
they then had to look elsewhere for their other numbers). They 
found many numbers in all kinds of places, from the books to 
their boots, the clock to the cooker, and even some I hadn't   
considered (such as the tiny label on the bottom of the button 
tin!). The children carefully photographed the different numbers 
and we then used these to make our own number cards.  

Class 1: 
In Gardening this week, Class 1 and 2 carefully planted seedlings from a Mother of Thousands into pots they had 
previously decorated with paint.   
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Class 2: 
Class 2 have begun this term with Tina Times and Danny Divide, who are setting up a shop with different produce. 
As Tina Times they are counting out equal groups of pasta and beans to buy, although Tina Times is a bit messy and 
leaves the amounts all in one pile. Luckily Danny Divide is there to bring about order, with the children dividing the 
totals into different equal groups. Danny Divide is very organised and insists on everything being recorded.  
 
Class 3 and 4: 
Class 3 and 4 have been studying the History of Writing this term and have each learnt how to write their names in 
Cuneiform. They have also made their own cartouche in Hieroglyphics.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Class 5 
This week, Class 5 have started meeting with their Class 1 buddies to listen to them read. The Class 1 children are 
doing a great job and Class 5 are enjoying helping with the tricky words and giving lots of reading confidence. They 
will continue to meet once a week to work together.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Main School: 
Last week in Gardening, all Main School children took 
part in an old tradition, called Wassailing, that is from 
the South West of England. We made twizzlers and 
then hung them on our apple and pear trees. We 
made twizzlers, with one string representing what we 
wanted to wish for the tree throughout the year, and 
the second string represented what we wished for 
ourselves as individuals to grow into who we wish to 
be. The children had the option to share with the 
group what they were wishing, and this was followed 
by a saying of a verse:  
 
Bud well, bear well 
God send you fare well; 
Every sprig and every spray 
A bushel of apples next New Year Day. 
 



.T. 

Whole School: 
At the beginning of term, the school took part in a democratic vote, voting for their top choice of a charity to raise 
money for this next year. In a previous assembly the children suggested types of charities they would like to raise 
money for, which was then matched up with charities local to Bristol. A ballot box went to each class, and the     
children marked their chosen charity with an X, before posting their choice in the box. The results came through at 
the end of this week, and the chosen charity is ‘Bosh’ a Homeless People Charity which provides shelter, food, 
clothes and survival packs for people sleeping on the streets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Handwork 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Woodwork 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Forest School 


